This drawing is for planning purposes only. It is not intended to be used for construction purposes. Whilst all reasonable efforts are used to ensure drawings are accurate, you should verify all construction information before starting work.

All contractors must visit the site and be responsible for taking and checking all necessary measurements. Do not scale from this drawing.

Please note that all edges are indicative. No vehicular movement or access to plots permitted along edge within the green belt. Occasional vehicular access to plots permitted along edge from the main access route.

11.2: Occasional vehicular access to plots permitted along edge from the main access route.

11.1: No vehicular movement or access to plots permitted along edge.

10.6: Bus stops

10.5: Byway, Bridleway, Foot/cycleway - indicative

10.4: Lanes/edge streets - indicative

10.3: Minor access streets/shared spaces - indicative

10.2: Local access streets - indicative

School vehicular access point - indicative

+/- 10m flexibility of location permitted

10.1: Existing road

9.12: Local play spaces

9.10: Allotments

9.9: Green Corridors

9.8: A28 Corridor

9.7: Great Chart Green

9.5: Chilmington Gardens

9.4: Great Chart Ridge

9.3: The Green Arc

9.2: Rural Edge

9.1: Discovery Park

8.4: Primary school

8.3: Secondary school

8.2: Mixed use

7.7: Rural edge

7.3: Medium density urban

7.2: Formal urban

7.1: Mixed use with residential

Key buildings

Marker buildings

Key views

5.4: The Hamlet

5.3: Chilmington Brook Neighbourhood

5.2: Orchard Village Neighbourhood

5.1: Chilmington Rise Neighbourhood

5.0: Chilmington Green...